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This *IJIDS* special issue on ‘analytics for decision support’ includes extended and revised versions of papers selected from the First International Conference on Decision Support Systems Technology (ICDSST 2015) organised in Belgrade, Serbia, between 27th and 29th May, and the 27th EURO Conference – DSS Stream held between 12th and 15th July 2015 in Glasgow. The ICDSST Conference and the DSS stream of EURO were organised by the EURO Working Group on Decision Support Systems (EWG-DSS).

It is not anymore to be argued that data is everywhere at a time where ‘big data’ sounds as a buzz word in any business meeting. However, turning data into real business insights able to improve business knowledge and performance remains a key challenge. As guest editors, we are proud to present here high quality research papers addressing different steps of the analytics in decision support.

The two first papers deal with the data pretreatment: the extraction process and the data normalisation. The first paper, by Orlando Belo, Vasco Santos, Bruno Oliveira, Claudia Gomes and Ricardo Marques presents RAID-B2K, a tool-supported methodology to transform BPMN conceptual schemas into Kettle execution primitives. In the second paper, Nazanin Vafaei, Rita A. Ribeiro and Luis M. Camarinha-Matos study data normalisation techniques in decision making and they present a case study with the TOPSIS method. Then, the third paper deepens the decision process as Rami A. Kinsara, D. Marc Kilgour and Keith W. Hipel discuss communication features in a DSS focusing on conflict resolution. The last two papers address case studies. Francesca di Donato and Luciano Nieddu present a new non-parametric classifier to predict small-business failures in Italy via performance ratios, and Partha Priya Datta studies decision parameters affecting last mile delivery performance in Indian e-commerce companies.

We are pleased to have included in the *IJIDS* special issue a selection of highly interesting pieces of research. Editing this special issue was for us a great pleasure. We hope that you also enjoy as much reading it and that you can eventually refer to its contents for further research projects.